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The axoglial paranodal junction is essential for the proper localization of ion channels around the node of Ranvier. The integrity of this
junction is important for nerve conduction. Although recent studies have made significant progress in understanding the molecular
composition of the paranodal junction, it is not known how these membrane components are distributed to the appropriate sites and
interact with each other. Here we show that CD9, a member of the tetraspanin family, is present at the paranode. CD9 is concentrated in
the paranode as myelination proceeds, but CD9 clusters become diffuse, associated with disruption of the paranode, in cerebroside
sulfotransferase-deficient mice. Immunohistochemical and Western blot analysis showed that CD9 is distributed predominantly in the
PNS. Ablation of CD9 in mutant mice disrupts junctional attachment at the paranode and alters the paranodal components contactin-
associated protein (also known as Paranodin) and neurofascin 155, although the frequency of such abnormalities varies among individ-
uals and individual axons even in the same mouse. Electron micrographs demonstrated that compact myelin sheaths were also affected
in the PNS. Therefore, CD9 is a myelin protein important for the formation of paranodal junctions. CD9 also plays a role in the formation
of compact myelin in the PNS.
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Introduction
In myelinated axons, the lateral edge of myelin sheath spirals
around the axon at either end of each node of Ranvier, forming
the axoglial junctions at the paranodes. Morphologically, paran-
odal junctions are similar to septate junctions, which display a
characteristic array of ladder-like cross-bridges found in inverte-
brate epithelial cells and glia (Rosenbluth, 1976; Pedraza et al.,
2001). These junctions are thought to have three functional roles:
electrical insulation, acting as a barrier to surface proteins on the
axons, and mediating signals between axon and glia. Recent stud-
ies have made significant progress in understanding the molecu-
lar composition of the paranodal junction. Contactin-associated
protein (Caspr) (also known as Paranodin), the mammalian ho-
molog of Drosophila neurexin IV (Baumagartner et al., 1996), is

expressed only in neurons and is found exclusively in the paran-
odal junctions in mature myelinated axons (Einheber et al., 1997;
Menegoz et al., 1997; Peles et al., 1997). Its binding partner con-
tactin, a glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored protein, is also
expressed in neurons and localized in the paranodal junction
(Rios et al., 2000). Direct interaction between Caspr and contac-
tin is required for the cell-surface expression of Caspr (Faivre-
Sarrailh et al., 2000). Neurofascin 155 (NF155), an ankyrin-
binding member of the L1 family, was identified as the first glial
paranodal molecule (Tait et al., 2000). In addition, one of the
myelin glycolipids, sulfatide, is also considered to be essential for
paranodal junction formation (Honke et al., 2002; Ishibashi et al.,
2002). Although NF155 may be a counterpart of the Caspr– con-
tactin complex (Charles et al., 2002), the possibility of the pres-
ence of another glial component that interacts with the Caspr–
contactin complex cannot be excluded. The mechanisms
underlying proper localization of these membrane components
and their interaction are not known.

The tetraspanins [also referred to as transmembrane-4 super
family (TM4SF)] are characterized as having four transmem-
brane domains with cytoplasmic N and C termini and the con-
served cysteine motif (Wright and Tomlinson, 1994; Maecker et
al., 1997; Hemler, 2001), which act as “molecular facilitators” and
linkers for transmembrane proteins forming a tetraspanin web
(Hemler, 2001). One of the tetraspanins, CD9, is a 24 –27 kDa
cell-surface glycoprotein (Boucheix and Benoit, 1988) expressed
in a wide variety of cells, which is also known as diphtheria toxin
receptor-associated protein (Iwamoto et al., 1991). A number of
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studies have suggested that CD9 is involved in a variety of cell
processes, including cell signaling, adhesion, motility, and tumor
cell metastasis (for review, see Maecker et al., 1997). Because CD9
appears at the final stage of myelination (Kagawa et al., 1997), it is
a good candidate for involvement in communication between
axons and glia.

In this paper, we report the role of CD9 in formation of axo-
glial paranodal junctions. We observed that CD9 and Caspr are
colocalized at the paranode both in the CNS and in the PNS. On
the basis of analysis of mice lacking CD9, we provide evidence
that CD9 has a significant role to play at the paranode in the CNS
and PNS and has additional influence on the formation of com-
pact myelin in the PNS.

Materials and Methods
Antibodies. The polyclonal antibody against Na � channel has been de-
scribed previously (Ishibashi et al., 2002). The polyclonal antibody
against NF155 was generated against the synthetic peptides of the second
to the third FNIII domain specific to NF155 (CLWVSQKRQQASFPG-
DRPR) (Tait et al., 2000) and used at a dilution of 1:200. A mouse mono-
clonal antibody, K58/35, against Na � channel (anti-pan Na � channel
antibody) was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and used at a
dilution of 1:1000. The polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies against
K � channel �-subunits (Trimmer, 1991) were kindly provided by Dr.
J. S. Trimmer (State University of New York, Stony Brook, NY) and used
at a dilution of 1:100. The polyclonal and monoclonal anti-Caspr anti-
bodies were a gift from Dr. Elior Peles and used at a dilution of 1:2500 and
of 1:250, respectively (Peles et al., 1997). Anti-mouse CD9 hybridoma
(KMC8.8) was a kind gift from Dr. Y. Nagai (Tokyo University, Tokyo,
Japan) and was used at a dilution of 1:50. Antibody to Kv1.1 K � channel
(monoclonal; Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY) was used at a
dilution of 1:200.

Animals. CD9-deficient mice (Miyado et al., 2000) and cerebroside
sulfotransferase (CST)-deficient mice (Honke et al., 2002) were produced by
homologous recombination as described previously. CD9-deficient mice
were originally generated on the 129/Sv genetic background, and chimeric
offspring were mated with C57BL/6J females. The heterozygous mice were
mated with C57BL/6J mice to produce homozygous mutants. F2–F4 gener-
ations of C57BL/6J homozygous and littermate control mice were used for
the present study. Genotypes of pups from mating heterozygous mice were
determined by PCR using specific primer sets. These mice were maintained

in the animal facility at the Tokyo University of
Pharmacy and Life Science. Animals were main-
tained according to the National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals, and experiments were performed to the
animal use committee protocol approval of the
university.

Immunohistochemistry. Homozygotic CST-
deficient and CD9-deficient mice as well as
their wild-type controls were fixed by transcar-
dial perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1
M phosphate buffer (PB), pH 7.4. The optic
nerves, cervical (C3–C5) spinal cords, and sci-
atic nerves were cryoprotected with 30% su-
crose in PBS, pH 7.4, for 24 hr at 4°C. Teased
nerve fibers were prepared from unfixed sciatic
nerves as described previously (Rasband et al.,
1998). After embedding in optimal cutting tem-
perature mounting medium (Miles, Elkhart, IN),
tissues were cut into 7-�m-thick sections. The
sections were collected on 3-aminopropyltri-
ethoxysilane (Sigma) rubbed glass slides and al-
lowed to air dry. Immunofluorescence staining
was performed as described previously (Ishibashi
et al., 2002). Secondary antibodies were Alexa 488
or Alexa 594 conjugated to goat anti-rabbit, goat
anti-rat, or goat anti-mouse antibodies (Molecu-

lar Probes, Eugene, OR). Images were captured with either laser scanning
microscopes LSM510 or Pascal (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Digitized
images were transferred to a laboratory computer for analysis using Adobe
Photoshop 6.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). For quantification of Caspr
clusters, we used criteria described previously (Ishibashi et al., 2002).

Electron microscopic analysis. Mice were deeply anesthetized with ether
and transcardially perfused with a mixture of 4% paraformaldehyde and
0.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PB at pH 7.4. Dissected tissues were im-
mersed in the same fixative overnight, washed with PBS, and postfixed
with 1% osmium tetroxide. After fixation, the tissues were washed again
with PBS, dehydrated, and embedded in Epon. Ultrathin sections were
cut and stained with 2% uranyl acetate aqueous solution and Sato’s
mixed lead solution (Sato, 1968).

Western blot analysis. The 8-week-old control mouse brain myelin frac-
tion was purified and extracted as described previously (Huber et al., 1994;
Kim et al., 1995) on the basis of the procedures of Norton and Poduslo
(1973). The 8-week-old mouse sciatic nerves were harvested immediately,
placed in ice-cold PBS, and ground into pieces with a mortar in liquid nitro-
gen. The sciatic nerves were then placed into 0.32 M sucrose in 5 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 7.4, and homogenized by Polytron (Heidolph, Schwabach, Ger-
many). The protein concentration of the lysates was determined by protein
assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE
and electroblotted to Hybond-P transfer membrane (Amersham Bio-
sciences, Buckinghamshire, UK). The blots were blocked for 1 hr in 5%
nonfat milk containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Tween 20,
pH 7.5 (blocking buffer) at room temperature (RT). Then they were probed
with antibody specific for CD9 (1:5000) with blocking buffer for 1 hr at RT.
After incubation with an HRP-conjugated second antibody diluted in block-
ing buffer for 30 min at RT, the blots were detected using the ECL system
(Amersham Biosciences).

Results
CD9 is concentrated in the paranodal region
CD9 was characterized previously as a myelin protein located in
the outermost membrane of compact myelin (Nakamura et al.,
1996). In this study, the localization of CD9 in central and pe-
ripheral myelin was examined in detail by double immunostain-
ing using specific antibodies to CD9 and Caspr (Fig. 1). The
immunoreactivity of CD9 showed a pair of clusters in the adult
sciatic nerve (Fig. 1A,C). These clusters were colocalized with
Caspr (Fig. 1B,C), an axonal paranodal protein, indicating that

Figure 1. Localization of CD9 in longitudinal sections of the nervous system. A–F, The localization of CD9 in longitudinal
sections of 8-week-old mouse sciatic nerve ( A–C) and cervical ventral spinal cord ( D–F). Immunoreactivity of CD9 shows a pair of
clusters ( A). From double immunostaining, CD9 (red) is colocalized with Caspr (green) at the paranodes ( C). CD9 ( D) and Caspr ( E)
are also colocalized at the paranodes ( F) in the spinal cord. G, Developmental profile of CD9 expression in sciatic nerve. At P0 (Ga)
and P1 (Gb), CD9 is diffusely localized in Schwann cell bodies (arrows in Ga and Gb). At P2 (Gc), CD9 starts to redistribute not only
to the outer surface of myelin but also to the paranodal region as myelination proceeds (indicated by the arrow). At P7 (Gd), CD9
is concentrated at the paranode. Scale bars, 10 �m.
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CD9 was concentrated at the paranode in addition to the outer-
most myelin membrane. In contrast, in the CNS, such character-
istic staining of CD9 was not as prominent as it was in the PNS.
However, as shown in Figure 1D–F, CD9 (red) was also colocal-
ized with Caspr (green) at the paranodal region in the mouse
cervical ventral spinal cord. Thus, these results identify CD9 as a
newly recognized paranodal myelin protein both in the CNS and
in the PNS.

To understand when CD9 is accumulated in the paranodal
regions, we examined CD9 expression during development using
teased fibers from a mouse sciatic nerve. At postnatal day 0 (P0)
and P1, before myelin ensheathment, CD9 first appeared in the
cell body of the Schwann cells (Fig. 1Ga,b, arrows). At P2, when
some axons began to myelinate, CD9 began to accumulate in the
bilateral ends of myelin (Fig. 1Gc, arrow) as well as at the myelin
surface. By P7, clustering at the paranode became more pro-
nounced as the myelin matured (Fig. 1Gd). These results clearly
indicated that CD9 was progressively concentrated into the para-
nodal region correlated with formation of the paranodal junction
during myelination.

CD9 is mislocalized in the paranodal mutant
To determine whether CD9 is localized in the junctional surface
of the paranode, we investigated how the disruption of the para-
nodal junction affects the localization of CD9. CST-deficient
mice lack sulfatide and display mislocalization of paranodal pro-
teins (Ishibashi et al., 2002) with disruption of the paranodal
junction (Honke et al., 2002). The localization of CD9 was exam-
ined in the spinal cords from the mutants and wild-type controls.
To define the normal paranodal junction, double immunostain-
ing for Caspr and CD9 was performed. As described in Figure 1,
in wild-type mice, CD9 was concentrated at the paranodal region
where Caspr was clustered (Fig. 1D–F). In contrast, in CST-
deficient mice, wherever the specific localization of Caspr disap-
peared in the disrupted paranodal junction (Fig. 2B,C), CD9
became disordered (Fig. 2A,C). The immunoreactivity of CD9
suggests that CD9 still accumulates more abundantly around the
disrupted paranodal region than in other parts of myelin, al-
though the characteristic clusters are no longer present (Fig.
2A,C, arrows). The clustering of CD9 was occasionally observed at the
paranodeinthemutants(Fig.2D,F, arrows)andcolocalizedwithCaspr

(Fig. 2E,F, arrow). These results suggest that CD9 is one of the myelin
components involved in paranodal junction formation.

Lack of CD9 causes disruption of the paranodal junction in
the CNS
The localization of CD9 at the paranodal region raised the ques-
tion of whether the lack of CD9 may affect the axoglial paranodal
junction. CD9-deficient mice were created by several groups
(Kaji et al., 2000; Le Naour et al., 2000; Miyado et al., 2000). These
mice are healthy except for sperm– egg fusion. The life span of
these mutants is normal, and for the nervous system, Terada et al.
(2002) reported that oligodendrocyte production and myelina-
tion appear normal in this mutant. To examine the fine structure
of the myelin membrane, we performed ultrastructural analyses
on optic nerves from wild-type and CD9-deficient mice (Miyado
et al., 2000) at 8 weeks of age. As shown in Figure 3A, the wild-
type optic nerve showed that paranodal loops were arrayed se-
quentially and in close apposition to the axonal membrane. Pe-
riodic densities corresponding to the transverse bands were
apparent between the loops and axolemma (Fig. 3C, arrows). In
contrast, in the optic nerve of mice lacking CD9, the paranodal
morphology was frequently perturbed, with most paranodal
loops facing away from the axonal membrane (Fig. 3B,D) and
transverse bands missing entirely (Fig. 3D), indicating that the
axoglial junction was completely disrupted. Some loops occa-
sionally retained a close association with the axon; however, even
in these regions, transverse bands disappeared completely (Fig.
3D, arrows). Because CD9 is also located in the outermost surface
of compact myelin (Nakamura et al., 1996), we examined semi-
thin transverse sections of optic nerves from wild-type and CD9-
deficient mice with toluidine blue staining. No apparent abnor-
malities were observed in compact myelin in the mutant CNS
(data not shown). These results demonstrate that CD9 plays a
critical role in the apposition of paranodal loops to the axolemma
and formation of the junction in CNS axons but not in the for-
mation of compact myelin.

Paranodal proteins were mislocalized in CD9-deficient mice
Thus, our immunohistological and ultrastructural studies
showed that CD9 was accumulated in the paranodal regions, and
that the paranodal junctions were disrupted by the lack of CD9.
To explore whether molecular rearrangements occur at the para-
node, as shown in other paranodal mutants, we examined the
distribution of the paranodal proteins Caspr and NF155 in CD9-
deficient mice. NF155 (green) and Caspr (red) were colocalized
at the paranodal regions in optic nerves of wild-type mice (Fig.
4A). In contrast, in CD9-deficient mice, the distribution of
NF155 and Caspr became diffuse in some axons, and the edges of
positive staining were barely detectable in both the optic nerve
(Fig. 4B) and the sciatic nerve (Fig. 4C). However, the frequency
of such abnormalities was different among individuals and
among axons even in the same mouse. To quantify Caspr clusters
at the paranodal junction, we counted the number of Caspr clus-
ters in the optic nerve and the sciatic nerve using F2 mice. The
numbers were represented per field of view (FOV) (1 FOV,
48.7 � 48.7 �m 2), and an average of the numbers in 10 FOVs was
calculated from wild-type and CD9-deficient mice at 8 weeks of
age. As shown in Table 1, the number of Caspr clusters in CD9-
deficient mice was reduced significantly to 75 and 47% compared
with those of the wild type in the optic nerve and the sciatic nerve,
respectively. The localization of voltage-gated ion channels was
also examined. In the optic nerve (Fig. 4D) and the spinal root
(Fig. 4E) from wild-type mice, Na� channels were concentrated

Figure 2. AlteredlocalizationofCD9inCST-deficientmice.Shownisdoubleimmunostainingwith
CD9 (red) and Caspr (green) of the cervical ventral spinal cord from 22-week-old CST-deficient mice.
Caspr clusters lose their tight association in the paranodal regions (B, E), and characteristic clusters of
CD9 disappear (A, C, arrows) in CST-deficient mice. Occasionally, the colocalization of these proteins at
the presumptive paranode is observed in the mutants (D, F, arrow). Scale bar, 10 �m.
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in the node of Ranvier, and the Kv1.1 potassium channel
�-subunit was localized at the juxtaparanodal region. In contrast,
in CD9-deficient mice, irregular forms of Na� channel clusters,
such as binary shape (Fig. 4G), were occasionally observed, and
K� channel clusters frequently accumulated in the paranodal
region adjacent to the Na� channel clusters (Fig. 4G). Further-

more, in some CD9-deficient mice, K�

channel clusters were significantly de-
creased and hardly detected at the jux-
taparanode both in the optic nerve (Fig.
4 J) and in the spinal root (Fig. 4K) com-
pared with wild-type mice (Fig. 4H,I).

CD9-deficient mice display
hypermyelination in restricted fibers in
the PNS
In contrast to the CNS axons, semithin
transverse sections of sciatic nerves from
CD9-deficient mice revealed axons with
abnormally thick myelin (Fig. 5B). Inter-
estingly, these affected axons were ob-
served as a group that was surrounded by
normal-appearing axons in the same sci-
atic nerve sections (Fig. 5B). Such thick
myelin was never observed in wild-type
mice (Fig. 5A). We calculated the ratio of
axonal diameter to total fiber diameter ( g
values) of each axon in the randomly se-
lected areas of these wild-type and CD9-
deficient sciatic nerves (Fig. 5C,D). As
shown in Figure 5C, in wild-type nerves,
the range of g values settled from 0.55 to
0.83, and the peak value was 0.69 (n �
105). In contrast, in the mutant nerves
(Fig. 5D), the g ratio of each fiber varied,
with a wide range from 0.08 to 0.79 (n �
107), and the peak of the histogram was
smaller (0.48) than that of wild-type
nerves (0.69). This result indicated that the
myelin thickness of the mutant nerves was
thicker compared with wild-type nerves.
Although transverse bands were found in
most of the paranodes examined by electron
microscopy (data not shown), the numbers
of paranodes we observed were too limited
to conclude whether the paranodal junction
was preserved. Mislocalization of K� chan-
nels to the paranode in the PNS axons (Fig.
4) suggested disruption of the paranodal
junction in some of these axons.

CD9 is enriched in the PNS
Thus, lack of CD9 influences myelin dif-
ferently in the CNS and the PNS. There-
fore we examined the content of CD9 pro-
tein in CNS and PNS myelin. From
immunostaining patterns in longitudinal
sections of spinal cords of wild-type mice,
CD9 immunoreactivity in spinal roots
(Fig. 6A, r) was much stronger than that in
the spinal cord. Furthermore, in cross sec-
tions of spinal cords, paranodal regions of
the CNS–PNS transitional zone (Fig. 6B,

boxed area) were identified unmistakably by CD9, which was
mainly detected in the peripheral side of dorsal roots (Fig. 6B, p).
This transitional zone was determined by the presence of either
myelin– oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) (CNS) or laminin
(PNS) (data not shown). Figure 6C–E shows the higher magnifi-

Figure 3. Ultrastructural analysis of the CNS nodal region. Shown are optic nerve longitudinal sections from 8-week-old wild-type (A,
C) and CD9-deficient (B, D) mice. In wild-type mice, the paranodal myelin loops are arrayed sequentially ( A), and the transverse bands
between the loops and axolemma are clearly seen at high magnification (C, arrows). In contrast, in CD9 mutant mice, the paranodal
morphology is frequently perturbed. The paranodal loops face away from the axonal membrane ( B). The transverse bands are absent in
such a paranode at high magnification (D, arrows). A, B, 12,000� magnification; C, D, 30,000� magnification.

Figure 4. Distribution of nodal, paranodal, and juxtaparanodal components in 8-week-old mice. NF155 (green) and Caspr
(red) are colocalized to form clusters at the paranode in the wild-type optic nerve ( A). In contrast, in CD9 mutant mice, NF155 and
Caspr become more diffusely distributed in some axons both in the optic nerve ( B) and in the sciatic nerve ( C). In wild-type mice
(D, E, H, I ), Na � channels (D, E, green) cluster at the node, whereas K � channels (D–I, red) cluster at the juxtaparanode adjacent
to the Caspr clusters (H, I, green) both in the optic nerve (D, H ) and in the spinal root (E, I ). Compared with wild-type mice, K �

channels are mislocalized to the paranode (G, J, K, arrows, red), and the shapes of Na � channel clusters are altered (G, green) and Caspr
clusters have disappeared (J, K, green) in the optic nerve (F, J ) and the spinal root (G, K ) of CD9 mutant mice. Scale bars, 10 �m.
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cation of the boxed area in Figure 6B, with double staining of
Caspr (red) and CD9 (green). As shown in Figure 6, C and E,
Caspr was clustered at the paranode both in the CNS (arrowhead)
and in the PNS (arrow). The asterisk indicates the node of Ran-
vier in the CNS–PNS transition. In contrast, CD9 clusters were
easily detected in the PNS paranode (Fig. 6D, arrow) but not in
the CNS (Fig. 6D, arrowhead). This result suggested that al-
though CD9 was localized both in the PNS and in the CNS para-
node, the amount of this protein was significantly different. Such
differences were also observed at the CNS–PNS transitional zone
in the ventral roots (data not shown). Western blot analysis of
brain myelin fraction and sciatic nerve homogenate confirmed
that CD9 was more highly enriched in the PNS (Fig. 6F).

Discussion
To learn more about how myelin-forming glia affect the mor-
phology of the paranode, we focused on the CD9 glial molecule.
In this report, we demonstrate that a glial protein other than
adhesion molecules contributes to paranode formation.

Possible roles of CD9 at the paranode
In this study, we showed that CD9 is a paranodal protein in glia.
From recent studies using CST-deficient mice, it is certain that
sulfatide is an essential component for the paranodal junction
(Honke et al., 2002; Ishibashi et al., 2002). Because CD9 in this
mutant was no longer concentrated at the paranode (Fig. 2A–F),
sulfatide may contribute to CD9 accumulation at the paranode.
Yashiro-Ohtani et al. (2000) suggested that CD9 is localized in
lipid raft domains on the plasma membrane. Although it is still

possible that the disruption of the paranodal junction itself in
CST-deficient mice causes the mislocalization of CD9, our obser-
vations suggest that CD9 is incorporated into the lipid rafts in the
presence of sulfatide and is transported to the paranodal loops.

From immunohistochemical studies using CD9-deficient
mice, we clearly demonstrated that CD9 is important for the
formation of paranodal junctions both in the CNS and in the
PNS. First, the paranodal junctions were disrupted, as shown by
the disappearance of transverse bands in the CNS (Fig. 3B,D).
Second, Caspr clusters were distributed diffusely on the axon
both in the CNS and in the PNS (Fig. 4B,C,J,K). Third, K� chan-
nels clustered at the region adjacent to Na� channel clusters (Fig.
4G), as shown in other paranodal mutants (Dupree et al., 1999;
Bhat et al., 2001; Boyle et al., 2001; Ishibashi et al., 2002).

What is the functional role of CD9 at the paranode? No data
suggest that CD9 itself is an adhesion molecule. A characteristic
feature of tetraspanins, including CD9, is to form complexes with
a variety of membrane proteins at the plasma membrane. They
are involved in numerous cellular processes, including cellular
activation, motility, metastasis, and tumor-suppression activities
(for review, see Berditchevski, 2001; Hemler, 2001). Their apparent
diversity of functions, the lack of strong phenotypes associated with
the elimination of single tetraspan genes, and the data suggesting
that tetraspanins can act as adjunct but nonessential components of
signaling complexes led to their designation as molecular facilitators
(Maecker et al., 1997). Therefore, it is difficult to conclude that CD9
at the paranode works as a direct ligand of the axonal molecules. It is
more likely that CD9 may have some role in modulating other para-
nodal molecules by binding to form membrane protein complexes.
Interestingly, CD9 is known to bind with the membrane-anchored
form of heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor and upregulates its
binding activity to the ligand (Iwamoto et al., 1994; Higashiyama et
al., 1995; Nakamura et al., 2000). A glial adhesion molecule NF155 is
present at the paranode (Tait et al., 2000). Such localization of
NF155 occurs after Caspr clustering (Marcus et al., 2002), and this
protein is now known to be a glial receptor for Caspr–contactin
complex at the paranodal axolemma (Charles et al., 2002). However,
both in Caspr-deficient mice and in contactin-deficient mice, some
NF155 is still detected at the paranode (Bhat et al., 2001; Boyle et al.,
2001); therefore, the presence of these axonal ligands is not essential
for the targeting of NF155 to the glial paranodal loops. It is likely that
other glial molecules such as CD9 are involved in this process. As
described above, CD9 complex may be incorporated into microdo-
mains where specific lipids like sulfatide are present. Thus, it is pos-
sible that CD9 contributes to paranodal junctional formation by
regulating binding activity of glial molecules such as NF155 to axonal
ligands, by transporting these glial molecules to accumulate in the
paranode, or both.

Differences found in CD9 mutant mice compared with other
paranodal mutants
As described previously, CD9-deficient mice showed alterations
of Caspr and K� channel localization similar to those observed in
other paranodal mutants. However, there were some differences
found in the CD9 mutants. Although all of the paranodal mu-
tants displayed severe neurological deficits, CD9-deficient mice
displayed no apparent neurological deficit, and their life span was
normal. The difference in the phenotype may be attributable to
the severity of affected nerves in CD9-deficient mice. The fre-
quency of the abnormalities of axonal protein localizations was
less in CD9-deficient mice compared with other paranodal mu-
tants. In peripheral compact myelin of CD9-deficient mice, af-
fected axons were observed as a group surrounded by normal-

Table 1. Quantification of Caspr clusters in wild-type and CD9 mutant mice

Wild-type mice CD9 mutant mice

CNS (optic nerves) 52 � 7 39 � 11*
PNS (sciatic nerves) 15 � 5 7 � 6**

The normal-appearing Caspr clusters represented a pair of clusters (as indicated in Fig. 1B,E). The fluorescent
intensity of these clusters was always �150 using LSM5 Pascal software. The number of cluster pairs in 1 FOV
(48.7 � 48.7 mm2) was counted in the optic nerve and sciatic nerve sections in each mouse. At least three mice of
each genotype were examined, and the mean � SEM number of normal Caspr cluster pairs is shown. *p � 0.05 and
**p � 0.01 (t test) compared with those in the wild-type mice.

Figure 5. Analysis of PNS compact myelin. Compact myelin is severely affected in the PNS of
the CD9 knock-out mouse. The transverse sections of sciatic nerves from wild-type ( A) and CD9
mutant ( B) mice were stained with toluidine blue. Compared with wild type ( A), the group of
axons with abnormally thick myelin are observed in the mutant ( B). These axons are gathered
as a group and are surrounded by normal-appearing fibers (B, right). A, B, 40� magnification.
C, D, Distribution of g ratio (axonal diameter/total nerve diameter) in sciatic nerve fibers of
wild-type (n � 105) and CD9 mutant (n � 107) mice.
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appearing axons in the same section (Fig. 5B). Thus, these intact
fibers may be enough to prevent neurological symptoms.

So why are only limited numbers of axons affected in CD9-
deficient mice? As described above, tetraspanins interact with
each other. Latebloomer, the first identified Drosophila tet-
raspanin gene (Kopczynski et al., 1996), is expressed on mo-
toneurons and contributes to the establishment of synaptic con-
tacts at the neuromuscular junction in company with at least two
other tetraspanins (Fradkin et al., 2002). Therefore, at the axo-
glial junction in mammals, several tetraspanins, including CD9,
may be involved and may compensate for the loss of CD9 in the
mutant. This may explain the varieties of phenotypes among in-
dividuals as well as axons in the same mouse. The influence of
genetic background may also explain variations among individ-
uals, because the findings became less prominent in the F3 and F4

generations of C57BL/6J mice compared with those of the F2

generation.

CD9 may act as the terminal signal of myelination in the PNS
The thickness of the myelin sheath around an axon is important
in determining conduction velocity. Theoretically, the maximal
value of �, the space constant, is achieved when the ratio g (i.e.,
axonal diameter divided by the total diameter) is �0.6. Actually,
most myelinated fibers in the PNS have g values between 0.47 and
0.74 (Ritchie, 1995), suggesting that there should be signals for
terminating myelination. Because CD9 is distributed along the
outermost membrane of compact myelin (Nakamura et al., 1996)
and appears at the end of the myelination process (Kagawa et al.,
1997), it is possible that CD9 may be such a signal. Severe hyper-
myelination was observed in the mutant sciatic nerves. Interest-
ingly, hypermyelinating axons were observed as a group that was
surrounded by normal-appearing myelinated axons in the same
sciatic nerve sections. Nevertheless, although there are several

reports about the function of CD9 in
Schwann cell proliferation (Hadjiargyrou
and Patterson, 1995) and migration (An-
ton et al., 1995), no evidence has been
found previously that CD9 can regulate
myelination. Therefore, this study is the
first report to show the functional role of
CD9 in myelination in vivo. It is possible
that myelination is terminated by CD9 to-
gether with some other molecules, includ-
ing integrins and extracellular matrix pro-
teins. Because CD9 interacts with several
molecules, including the �1 integrin sub-
family (Nakamura et al., 1995; Berditchev-
ski et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 1996; Terada
et al., 2002), and because Schwann cells
express �1 integrin (Salzer, 1995), �1 inte-
grin is one of the candidates for this func-
tion. The �1 integrin subfamily comprises
heterodimeric transmembrane proteins
that mediate cell adhesion to extracellular
matrix proteins, including laminin (�3�1,
�6�1), collagen (�1�1, �2�1, �3�1), and fi-
bronectin (�4�1, �5�1) (Hynes, 1992). In
the PNS, a basal lamina surrounding
Schwann cells contains laminin; therefore,
the appearance of CD9 together with �1

integrin on the myelin surface may medi-
ate a termination of myelination signal by
binding to laminin.

Although CD9 is present at the outer surface of myelin both in
the CNS and in the PNS, the thickness of compact myelin in the
CNS was not affected in CD9 mutants. This may be attributable
to a difference in myelin-forming cells between the CNS and the
PNS. In the CNS, processes from a single oligodendrocyte wrap
layers around several axons, whereas each Schwann cell forms
myelin around only a single axon in the PNS. Furthermore, be-
cause the amount of CD9 in the CNS is much less than that in the
PNS, other molecules may be involved. The fact that MOG is also
located at the external surfaces of myelin sheaths in the CNS and
appears at a later stage of myelination suggests that this protein
may function as a termination signal for CNS myelin (Brunner et
al., 1989; Dyer and Matthieu, 1994). We also found that CD81,
another member of the tetraspanins, was enriched in CNS mye-
lin; therefore, different tetraspanins may work individually in the
CNS and the PNS (our unpublished data). On the basis of our
present experiments, additional studies of the molecular basis of
the mechanisms of CD9 intracellular and extracellular signals will
provide important clues about the molecular basis underlying the
control of myelination in the PNS.
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